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The dynamics of households’ stock market beliefs 
 
 

Abstract 
 
We analyse a long panel of households’ stock market beliefs to gain insights into the nature of 
their expectations formation processes. We classify respondents into one of five groups based on 
their data and estimate group-wise models of expectations formation. Two of the groups are at 
opposite extremes in terms of optimism: Pessimists who expect substantially negative returns 
and financially sophisticated individuals whose expectations are close to the historical average. 
Two groups expect returns around zero and differ only in how they respond to information: 
Extrapolators who become more optimistic following positive information and mean-reverters 
for whom the opposite is the case. The final group is characterised by poor probability 
numeracy; its individuals are not willing or able to quantify their beliefs about future returns. 
None of the estimated belief formation processes passes a rational expectations test. 

JEL-Codes: D830, D840, D140, C380. 
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1 Introduction

Understanding households’ stock market expectations is critical for models of portfolio choice,

life-cycle behaviour, and asset pricing. A number of key facts have been established for the

cross-section of subjective beliefs about equity returns (Manski, 2004; and Hurd, 2009, provide

excellent overviews; we pay detailed credit below). Beliefs differ widely across individuals.

On average, they tend to be pessimistic relative to historical returns. Stated beliefs exhibit

focal point responses; when it comes to probabilities, 50:50 is a particularly common answer.

Stated expectations of a sizeable fraction of individuals are not consistent with the laws of

probability. Optimism and consistency of beliefs are positively related to socio-economic

variables in general and measures of financial sophistication in particular.

More recently, additional attention has been paid to the process of belief formation as a

potential source of this heterogeneity. Taking a long-term perspective, Malmendier and Nagel

(2011) show that individuals who experienced larger stock returns over the course of their

lives tend to expect larger future returns. Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) find that on average,

beliefs extrapolate recent stock market performance into the future. Adam, Marcet, and Beutel

(2017) test the rational expectations hypothesis using subjective expectations data and reject

it. Barberis et al. (2015) and Adam, Marcet, and Nicolini (2016) develop asset pricing models

that feature investors with non-standard belief formation processes, showing that this matters

for aggregate outcomes.

Starting from these sets of observations, this paper estimates heterogeneous belief formation

processes. We make use of an unusually long panel of probabilistic belief statements in the

RAND American Life Panel, which was commissioned by and first described in Hurd and

Rohwedder (2011). We start by verifying in our data the key facts in the cross section and

on average belief formation, expanding upon them in several directions. Most importantly,

we add the tone of recent media reports on the economy in U.S. television as an additional

source of information. We do so because respondents overwhelmingly cite the state of the

economy as a driver of their return expectations while at the same time, many claim to not

follow the stock market and report incorrect values for realised returns, making it unlikely

that the behaviour of stock prices is their prime source of information.
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To analyse heterogeneity in belief formation, we employ the strategy proposed in Bonhomme,

Lamadon, and Manresa (2017). In a first step, we employ the k-means clustering algorithm to

assign individuals to groups based on their data. This is very similar in spirit to Dominitz and

Manski (2011), who classify individuals into one of three pre-defined types based on two time

series observation in the Michigan Survey of Consumers. In light of the fact that stated beliefs

are often imprecise (Gouret and Hollard, 2011; Drerup, Enke, and von Gaudecker, 2017), this

may lead to classifying some individuals based on noise rather than swings in their beliefs.

Thanks to a much longer time series dimension—26 observations on average—we are able to

use a statistical classifying procedure and consider five groups in our main specification. Using

less groups mixes individuals with very different economic behaviours; adding more leads to

little additional insights. We find that these groups are rather stable when varying important

features of the sample or of the classifying procedure. Results of the diagnostic tests for

group membership by Dzemski and Okui (2018) further corroborate our choice of groups and

modelling strategy. All groups are reasonably large with sizes ranging between 16% and 26%

of the sample.

In a second step, we estimate models relating respondents’ beliefs about future stock prices to

past returns of the Dow Jones and the tonality of economic news, allowing parameters to fully

vary across groups. We find that one group consists of individuals who stand out for having

better knowledge of financial markets and the stock market in particular. Their expectations

are close to the historical performance of the stock market and respond slightly positively to

recent returns and news about the economy. At the other extreme of average expectations, we

estimate one group with substantially negative return expectations, little reaction to returns or

news, and average values both for literacy indices and for inconsistencies in the belief elicitation

procedure. The latter also is true for two more groups who both have return expectations

around zero. Of all groups, these two react the strongest to both returns and news, but in

completely different ways. One expects recent trends to continue; the other expects them

to revert again. The last group stands out from the rest in that its members do not care

much about the behaviour of the stock market, their belief measures often violate the laws

of probability calculus, and when given the chance, they frequently state that their answers

are better described as reflecting epistemic uncertainty as opposed to subjective probability

judgements. In a final step, we use the method of Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012) to test
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whether the expectations of any of our groups could be characterised as rational. We find that

this is not the case; all overreact to current information.

Our findings are consistent with recent evidence from a mixed survey-administrative dataset

in Giglio et al. (2019), who document persistent heterogeneity in the levels of beliefs, which

is difficult to explain with observable characteristics. However, we also find that for the two

groups in the middle of the optimism/pessimism distribution, both data averages and predic-

tions frequently cross over the period of our analysis. This is driven by opposing responses

to information, with one group extrapolating and the other mean-reverting, around a similar

expected return.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes our data, connects it to

prior literature and establishes the key stylised facts for our data. In section 3, we outline

our empirical strategy and present the results, including the descriptions of several robustness

analyses, the details of which are relegated to the Online Appendix. Section 4 concludes.

2 Data and stylised facts

We analyse data from the RAND American Life Panel (ALP, see https://alpdata.rand.org)

that were collected between 2008 and 2016. The ALP is a panel representative of the U.S.

population whose members are regularly interviewed over the Internet. Households lacking

internet access upon recruitment were provided laptops to limit selection bias. In addition to

providing a large set of background characteristics from regular surveys, the ALP serves as

a laboratory for researchers who are able to collect data at low costs. Hurd and Rohwedder

(2011) describe the first waves of the data that include the measures of stock market beliefs

forming the core of our study; these are part of a survey module developed to assess the

effects of the financial crisis on household behaviour and well-being. Next to many background

variables, we are able to link several other surveys containing data on financial numeracy and

knowledge, probability numeracy, and portfolio choices. Table A.1 in the Online Appendix

contains the exact references for all variables that we use.

Table 1 contains summary statistics of the covariates we use in our main specification. Through-

out the paper, we apply the same sampling restrictions, namely observing at least 5 waves of
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics - Individual characteristics

Variable Observations Mean Std. dev. q0.1 q0.5 q0.9

Age: ≤ 30 3030 0.14
Age: ∈ (30, 50] 0.33
Age: ∈ (50, 65] 0.37
Age: ≥ 65 0.16

Female 3030 0.59

Education: High school or less 3030 0.18
Education: Some college 0.38
Education: Bachelor degree 0.26
Education: Advanced degree 0.18

Owns stocks 3030 0.27

Follows stock market 3010 0.46
Understands stock market 3010 0.40
Knowledge of returns: False Sign 2067 0.20
Knowledge of returns: Don’t Know 0.31
Knowledge of returns: Magnitude too large 0.07
Knowledge of returns: Correct 0.42

Financial Numeracy 1564 0.82 0.22 0.52 0.86 1
Financial Knowledge 1564 0.78 0.24 0.46 0.87 1

Probability Numeracy 1940 0.67 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.89

_ The observations summarised in the table are restricted to individuals in our final sample.
_ For dummy variables, only means are shown.
_ Age is set to the within-person median across surveys.
_ Education is set to the within-person mode across surveys.
_ “Owns stocks” is the within-person mean of a dummy equalling 1 if respondents indicated that their liquid portfolio
included stocks or mutual funds. This excludes stock holdings as part of an IRA, 401(k), Keogh or similar retirement
accounts.

_ “Follows stock market” equals 1 if individuals indicate they follow markets “very closely” or “somewhat” and 0 if
“not at all”.

_ “Understands stock market” equals 1 if individuals rate their understanding of stock markets to be “extremely good”,
“very good” or “somewhat good” and 0 if they chose “somewhat poor”, “very poor” or “extremely poor”.

_ The categories of “Knowledge of returns” refer to whether respondents were able to recall the return of the Dow
Jones over the past year.

_ Financial numeracy and knowledge are the first principle component for correct answers, rescaled to lie between 0
and 1, for the two sets of questions in the financial literacy battery referred to as basic and sophisticated in (Lusardi
and Mitchell, 2007)

_ Probability numeracy is the fraction of correct answers to questions aimed at measuring probabilistic reasoning
(Hudomiet, Hurd, and Rohwedder, 2018).
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stock market beliefs. The age structure of our sample skews somewhat older than the adult

population. Compared with the 2010 Census, our sample includes more individuals aged

between 50 and 65 and less under the age of 30. Women are slightly overrepresented, and

individuals in our sample are substantially better educated. The fraction of individuals whose

highest educational attainment is high school and below is less than half of what it was in the

population in 2010.

In terms of individual characteristics beyond standard socio-economic variables our data in-

cludes answers to several questions that probe subjects’ engagement with the stock market.

We use a measure of whether subjects participated in the stock market beyond retirement

accounts (such as an IRA, 401(k) and similar). They were also asked to self-assess the extent

to which they follow and understand the stock market. Table 1 shows that the majority of

the respondents in our sample has not engaged much with the stock market. Three quarters

do not own stocks outside of their retirement accounts. Less than half of respondents claim

they follow the market; only 40% consider themselves to have a good understanding of it. For

a subset of respondents, we also have a measure that explicitly tests their knowledge of past

returns. Individuals were first asked to select the sign of the return or indicate that they do

not know, then the magnitude by choosing one of several bins. As the actual returns were

between 7% and 16% when respondents answered the question, we count answers of [0%, 10%]

and [10%, 20%] as correct. 42% of respondents fall into this category. 7% estimate a larger

value, 31% choose the “don’t know” option and twenty percent give a negative sign.

The ALP data contains a standard battery of questions measuring financial literacy, which

is a key predictor of financial decision making (Lusardi and Mitchell (2014)). We use data

from a wave that was in the field between March and September 2009. The battery consists

of two sets of questions aimed at measuring financial numeracy (often called “basic financial

literacy”) and financial knowledge (“advanced financial literacy”), respectively (eg Lusardi and

Mitchell (2007)). We extract the first principal component from each block of questions and

scale each measure to have support between zero and 1. Both measures are left-skewed and

have means of 0.82 and 0.78, respectively.

Finally, we use the probability numeracy battery developed in Hudomiet, Hurd, and Rohwed-

der (2018), who find that few people understand complex laws of probability but that most
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people have a basic understanding. We limit ourselves to a basic measure by using the fraction

of correct answers across questions an individual answered. Table 1 shows that the average

fraction of correct responses is 0.67 with a standard deviation of 0.20, implying substantial

variation in probability numeracy.

2.1 Measures of stock market beliefs

The data on stock market beliefs stem from the survey module “Effects of the Financial Crisis”

(Hurd and Rohwedder, 2011), which was fielded between late 2008 and early 2016 with a total

of 61 waves. The first two waves were collected in November 2008 and March 2009. Starting

in May 2009, data were collected monthly until April 2013. Afterwards, the surveys ran

at a quarterly frequency until they ended in January 2016. As we are interested in belief

formation, we restrict ourselves to individuals who responded at least five times to the belief

measures. In total, we have on average 26 waves of data for 3030 individuals for a total of

77310 observations available. Figure A.1 in the Online Appendix shows the distribution of

survey waves by individual.

The belief measures we analyse consist of three points on the subjective cumulative distribution

function. Let pt be the value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average at time t, and Rt→t+12 :=

pt+12−pt
pt

the return on the Dow Jones in 12 months. We are very explicit about the notation

when it comes to timing because questions about annual returns are asked at a monthly or

quarterly frequency, which may lead to confusion otherwise. All time indices in this paper

indicate months. For Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0) the question was:

We are interested in how well you think the economy will do in the future. By

next year at this time, what are the chances that mutual fund shares invested in

blue chip stocks like those in the Dow Jones Industrial Average will be worth more

than they are today?

For Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0.2) the question was:

By next year at this time, what is the percent chance that mutual fund shares

invested in blue-chip stocks like those in the Dow Jones Industrial Average will
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have increased in value by more than 20 percent compared to what they are worth

today?

For Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ −0.2) the question was:

By next year at this time, what is the percent chance that mutual fund shares

invested in blue-chip stocks like those in the Dow Jones Industrial Average will

have fallen in value by more than 20 percent compared to what they are worth

today?

From the three points on the cumulative distribution function, we construct an approximation

of an individual’s expected return to serve as our primary dependent variable. The approxi-

mation is as follows:

E[Rt→t+12] =

4∑
j

E[Rt→t+12|Rt→t+12 ∈ Ij ] · Pr(Rt→t+12 ∈ Ij)

where the intervals Ij are [−∞,−0.2], [−0.2, 0], [0, 0.2] and [0.2,∞]. We limit the boundaries

of the open intervals to the 1st and 99th percentiles of the historical distribution of the Dow

Jones’ return (−0.32 and 0.43, respectively) and set all conditional means to the interval mid-

points. Rather than dropping sets of observations that violate monotonicity of the cumulative

distribution function (i.e., Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ −0.2) ≤ Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ 0) ≤ Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ 0.2)),

we restore weak monotonicity by setting its values at -0.2 and/or 0.2 to its value at 0. Such

monotonicity violations are very common in this question format—for example, 40% of re-

sponses in the data of Hurd, Rooij, and Winter (2011)—and we devote Section 2.7 entirely to

their analysing them.

Previous authors have only used the probability of a positive return even though more measures

would have been available (Dominitz and Manski, 2007). We will do the same in the form of

a robustness check.

Table 2 shows summary statistics for within-person means of the different belief measures,

i.e., the mean return and the three points on the cumulative distribution function. We first

calculate means for each individual and then average across individuals, thereby weighting

every sample participant equally regardless of the number of times she participated. The
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Table 2: Individual belief measures averaged over time

Mean Std. dev. q0.1 q0.5 q0.9

E[Rt→t+12] 0.5 5.8 -6.9 0.6 8.1
Pr(Rt→t+12) > −0.2 74.6 13.4 55.0 76.5 90.9
Pr(Rt→t+12) > 0 44.0 17.8 19.4 45.3 67.9
Pr(Rt→t+12) > 0.2 26.8 14.2 9.1 25.3 47.1

Units in percentage points.

variation across the different points of the distribution function appears reasonable and all

measures exhibit substantial variation across individuals.

2.2 On average, beliefs are pessimistic compared to historical returns

A comparison of the average subjective beliefs with the distribution of historical returns reveals

that the individuals in our sample are pessimistic about the stock market. This finding is in

line with Hurd’s 2009 summary of various studies and data as well as Hurd, Rooij, and Winter’s

2011’s report for Dutch households.

In Table 3 we collected expected returns and probabilities for returns exceeding -20%, 0% and

20% from the historical data and compare them with the average subjective beliefs. Individuals

are too pessimistic by 23 and 28 percentage points respectively that the Dow Jones will not

collapse and that it will increase. The fact that individuals seem to be too optimistic that the

Dow Jones will increase by 20 percent or more relative to empirical frequencies should probably

not be taken at face value. If we drop individuals who exhibit monotonicity violations from

the sample, the difference changes sign in line with the other values. In sum, relative to the

historical distribution, individuals are, on average, too pessimistic.

Table 3: Historical returns vs. beliefs about returns

Historical Averages Subjective Beliefs Difference

E[Rt→t+12] 7.3 0.5 6.9
Pr(Rt→t+12) > −0.2 97.1 74.6 22.5
Pr(Rt→t+12) > 0 72.1 44.0 28.1
Pr(Rt→t+12) > 0.2 23.5 26.8 -3.3

Units in percentage points. The historical averages Pr(Rt→t+12 > x) are estimated using
the empirical frequency T−1 ∑T

t 1{Rt→t+12 > x} for yearly returns of the Dow Jones
between 1950 and 2016. Beliefs are within-person means.
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2.3 Beliefs exhibit significant dispersion within and across individuals

Table 2 has already shown the substantial variation in average beliefs across individuals. The

same holds true for the variation within persons across time with comparable magnitudes (see

Table A.2).

One notable feature is that for both within and between-subject differences, the variation is

largest for the first and arguably most intuitive question, i.e., Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0). In Section 2.6,

we confirm that individual characteristics have most predictive power for variation in this

measure of an individual’s beliefs about the future of the Dow Jones.

Figure 1 shows that the substantial belief variation over time we find at the individual level

largely cancels out if beliefs are averaged across subjects. Unless the within-variation is un-

systematic, this is an indication that average beliefs averages mask substantial heterogeneity

in belief dynamics.

Figure 1: Average beliefs over time
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Depicted series are within-survey means. The left y-axis displays the scale
for the expected returns, the right y-axis displays the scale for the three
probabilities.

2.4 On average, beliefs extrapolate recent stock market returns

A recent literature has documented that average return expectations covary with recent stock

market movevements. Kezdi and Willis (2008) and Hurd (2009) noted this phenomenon early
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on. Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) find evidence for it across a variety of data sets; they also

coined the term “extrapolative expectations”.

In order to investigate the extent to which the same finding can be replicated in our data, we

compute the first differences of expected returns, average across individuals for every survey

wave and plot them against the Dow Jones’ return over the past month in Figure 2. We

checked a variety of other periods and one or two months produced the highest correlations.

The results show that on average, beliefs indeed extrapolate recent changes into the future.

An increase in the Dow Jones’ returns over the past month of 4.3 percentage points (one

standard deviation of the monthly return over the period on which our regression is based) is

associated with a 0.36 percentage point higher expectation on the return over the next year.

For comparison, Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) find that an increase in the annual return of

20 percentage points (one standard deviation of the annual return over the period on which

their regression is based) increases the Michigan Survey expectations 0.78 percentage points.

Figure 2: Average beliefs extrapolate stock prices
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Between-subject mean belief changes (in expected returns) are plotted against
the standardised return of the Dow Jones.
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2.5 On average, beliefs follow the tone of recent media reports

In a small-scale ALP survey that overlaps with individuals in our main data, respondents

were first asked about the probability of a stock market gain, much in the same way as the

first question reproduced in Section 2.1.1 After a short interlude of questions not of interest

to us, they were asked to state what they most thought about when answering this question.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of possible answers; the state of economy is by far the most

common answer.

Figure 3: What respondents think most about when contemplating future
stock prices

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Share of respondents

Interest on savings and investments

Unemployment

Economic policies

Other

Political developments

Interest on loans and mortgages

Prices

State of the economy

Only includes individuals who overlap with our main sample, N = 114.

This finding and the fact that only 42 percent of individuals in our sample have reasonable

knowledge of how the Dow Jones changed over the preceding year (see the beginning of this

Section 2) lead us to include additional information that subjects may use to infer the state

of the economy. We hence obtained data on the tonality of economic news on major TV

networks. We construct our measure using data provided by Media Tenor International, who

had analysts classify evening news segments on CBS, Fox, and NBC in terms of what they

refer to and whether the news is positive, neutral or negative. We take all news items referring
1The precise question was “By next year at this time, what is the percent chance that mutual fund shares

invested in blue chip stocks like those in the Dow Jones Industrial Average will be worth more than they are
today?”
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to the state of the economy on day d and score positive items (pos) with 1, neutral items (neu)

with 0 and negative times (neg) with - 1. We define our measure of the tonality of economic

news as the average monthly score: Nt−1→t :=
∑

d∈[t−1,t] 1·posd+0·neud−1·negd∑
d∈[t−1,t] posd+neud+negd

.

Figure 4: On average, beliefs follow the tone of recent media re-
ports
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Between-subject mean belief changes (in expected returns) are plotted against
the standardised measure of economic news tonality.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of between-subject mean belief changes in expected returns

(survey to survey) against this measure. As with past returns of the Dow Jones in the previous

section, we find a positive relation. The fact that news cannot account for as much variability

in average belief changes as returns should not be surprising as one would expect the coders

of Media Tenor to be a noisier aggregator of information than the stock market. This is

exacerbated by smallish sample sizes in some months.

2.6 Beliefs of financially sophisticated and knowledgeable individuals are

more optimistic

To get a sense of what is driving persistent level differences in beliefs, we once more average

beliefs within individuals and then regress them on individual-level characteristics. Table 6

reports the results.
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Table 4: Predictors of average beliefs

E[Rt→t+12] Pr(Rt→t+12 > −0.2) Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0) Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0.2)

Follows stock market 1.16** 0.29 3.56** 1.61
(0.53) (1.23) (1.61) (1.30)

Understands stock market 0.41 0.02 2.12 0.00
(0.51) (1.13) (1.50) (1.22)

Knowledge of past returns: Don’t know 1.45** 1.31 4.30** 1.41
(0.61) (1.56) (1.88) (1.61)

Knowledge of past returns: Magnitude too large 4.84*** 2.01 13.35*** 8.12***
(1.07) (2.15) (2.70) (2.73)

Knowledge of past returns: Sign and Magnitude correct 3.06*** 3.26** 9.23*** 2.71*
(0.62) (1.47) (1.87) (1.54)

Probability Numeracy 1.09*** 0.22 4.07*** 0.99
(0.26) (0.56) (0.78) (0.67)

Financial Knowledge 0.34 0.71 2.09*** -1.12
(0.25) (0.64) (0.81) (0.71)

Financial Numeracy 0.12 0.37 1.19 -0.94
(0.25) (0.57) (0.76) (0.67)

R2 0.22 0.11 0.32 0.05
N 805 805 805 805

OLS estimates. Standard errors (robust) in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. Omitted
categories are ’Does not follow stock market’, ’Does not understand stock market’, and ’Knowledge of past return: Wrong sign given’.
Dependent variables are within-person means in percentage points. Measures of Financial and probability numeracy are standardised.
Regressions include the following controls: Gender, age, age squared, education, ethnicity, family income, whether respondents have ever held
stock in their liquid portfolio. The full set of results can be found in the Online Appendix, Table A.3.

We focus on variables that capture the extent to which people are involved with, and have

knowledge of, the stock market and financial matters more generally. All regressions included

controls. The signs of the significant predictors confirm what we would expect: A better

knowledge of past returns and financial matters, as well as following the stock market, are

associated with more optimistic beliefs. Meanwhile, self-assessed understanding does help

much to predict beliefs conditional on knowledge of past returns and financial knowledge.

Knowledge of past returns, our most direct measure of an individuals’ information set, is the

strongest predictor for expected returns and for all three probabilistic beliefs. Relative to

respondents who state the wrong sign for a Dow Jones return over the past year, individuals

who give the correct sign and magnitude (or overestimate the latter) are 9-13 percentage

points more optimistic that the Dow will increase over the coming year; they expect returns

that are 3-5 percentage points higher on average.

Higher probability numeracy and financial knowledge also predict optimism in the belief that

the Dow will increase. A one standard deviation increase in these scores predicts increases in

the beliefs that the Dow will rise of 4 and 2 percentage points. That probability numeracy

is associated with belief levels conditional on various indicators measuring what people know

about the stock market points at measurement error in stated beliefs.
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As noted before, the predictive power of the covariates is much higher for the probability of

a positive return than for the other two points on the distribution function; the R2 differs

by factors of three to five. We take this as additional evidence pointing towards higher noise

levels for the events of the Dow Jones rising or falling by at least 20%. Put differently, we

should not take all stated beliefs at face value.

2.7 Stated beliefs vary in their information value

Measurement error and / or imprecision in stated beliefs have concerned researchers for a

long time. Two particularly prevalent phenomena are rounding of stated probabilities and

the previously-mentioned monotonicity violations. We regard both as indications that stated

measures are less informative about what an individual thinks about the stock market, similar

in spirit to Drerup, Enke, and von Gaudecker (2017).

Figure 5 shows histograms of the beliefs with 1-percent bins. Most beliefs are rounded to the

nearest multiple of 5% or 10%, and that answers equalling 50% are particularly frequent. The

middle Panel of Figure 5 looks very similar to Figure 3 in Hurd, Rooij, and Winter (2011).

These basic facts on rounding have been documented for a long time, Manski and Molinari

(2010) and Kleinjans and Soest (2014) are recent contributions and modelling suggestions.

Rounding suggests individuals are either not willing to exert the effort to express a precise

belief, or that their beliefs themselves are imprecise.

Bruin et al. (2000) argue that 50% answers might indicate that individuals are epistemically

uncertain about an event rather than expressing subjective beliefs of equal likelihoods. Fol-

lowing up on that observation, the questionnaires that we use confronts respondents who gave

an answer equal to 50% for Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ 0) with a follow up question. It asks them to clarify

whether they mean that the Dow Jones is equally likely to rise as it is to fall, or whether

they are simply unsure. 47% of responses to this question indicated that they are unsure, not

that they judge the probabilities to be equal. As one would expect if people do not have a

well formed belief, the stated probability for Pr(Rt→t+12 ≥ 0.2) and Pr(Rt→t+12 ≤ −0.2) also

equalled 50% about half of the time in in that case. By contrast, for the 53% of responses

indicating that a probability of 50% means they find an increase and a decrease equally likely,

the other two probabilities equalled 50% only one third of the time.
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Figure 5: Distributions of belief variables
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The figures depict histograms of belief variables with 1-percent bins. Data is pooled
across surveys, including only individuals with at least five sets of belief measurements.

A striking irregularity in measured beliefs are monotonicity violations. Similarly to rounding,

this is in line with what previous studies of probabilistic expectations have found (e.g. Hurd,

Rooij, and Winter, 2011; Hudomiet, Kezdi, and Willis, 2010). Our raw beliefs data consists

of 3 points on the cumulative distribution function: −0.2, 0 and 0.2. There was no reminder

that stated beliefs have to (weakly) increase along these points, and hence answers can violate

the monotonicity property of the cumulative distribution function. Stated beliefs that are

not monotone are incoherent, and thus cannot be regarded as very informative about what

people believe will happen with the Dow Jones. To a somewhat lesser extent, this is true for

weakly but not strongly monotone beliefs as well. While compatible with probability calculus,

such answers suggest respondents think there is no chance the return of the Dow could be
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between -20% and 0% or 0% and 20%, even as they do think there is a chance returns could

be smaller or larger than that. Table 5 shows the incidence of monotonicity violations in our

data. Around 70% of stated beliefs sets are strictly monotone between the points −0.2 and 0

as well as 0 and 0.2, making for 57% that satisfy both checks.

Table 5: Prevalence of monotonicity violations

From -0.2 to 0 From 0 to 0.2 Either

Not monotone 0.08 0.07 0.15
Weakly but not strictly monotone 0.18 0.23 0.28
Strictly monotone 0.74 0.70 0.57

Table shows fraction of beliefs satisfying each listed monotonicity status.

Table 5 shows that a substantial number of people give answers that do not obey the rules

of probability calculus or seem implausible. The propensity to give monotonicity violating

answers may be thought of as being determined by the effort give when answering the survey

and by how much effort is required to avoid errors and give reasonable answers. While we

cannot observe effort, people familiar with financial markets, in particular stock markets,

should find it easier to avoid mistakes. In addition, such people are more likely to hold precise

beliefs in the first place, as their information set is richer. Knowledge of probability calculus

and familiarity with using probabilities to indicate uncertainty can also be expected to reduce

the incidence of nonsensical answers. Both of these are likely positively related to effort, as

people are more willing to do tasks they are good at and interested in.

2.8 Beliefs of financially sophisticated and knowledgeable individuals are

more consistent

To investigate what drives monotonicity violations, epistemic uncertainty, and rounding we use

measures of probability numeracy, financial numeracy and engagement with the stock market

along with typical characteristics such as gender, age, education, income and ethnicity. As

before, we collapse the time dimension of our data. We compute an individual’s average

propensity to express non-monotone or weakly monotone beliefs, their average propensity to

say that their 50% beliefs mean they are unsure as opposed to a subjective probability (if

individuals did not see this follow up question because they did not give a 50% answer, we
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assume their answer is a subjective probability) and their average propensity to give answers

that are multiples of 5% as dependent variables. We regress these on personal characteristics.

Kezdi and Willis (2008) and Gouret and Hollard (2011) find no relationship between the

propensity to give problematic answers and general personal characteristics, but we find strong

relationships between financial and probability numeracy and non-monotone or epistemically

uncertain beliefs.

Table 6: Predictors of non-monotonicity, epistimic uncertainty, and rounding

Non-monotone Epistemically unsure Rounded to 5%

Follows stock market -0.05** -0.02 0.02
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Understands stock market -0.03 -0.02** 0.01
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Knowledge of past returns: Don’t know -0.07** 0.01 -0.02
(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Knowledge of past returns: Magnitude too large -0.05 0.01 -0.02
(0.04) (0.03) (0.03)

Knowledge of past returns: Sign and Magnitude correct -0.08*** -0.01 -0.02
(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Probability Numeracy -0.06*** -0.01 0.00
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Financial Knowledge -0.06*** -0.03*** -0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Financial Numeracy -0.04*** 0.00 0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

R2 0.31 0.13 0.25
N 805 805 805

OLS estimates. Standard errors (robust) in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.
Omitted categories are ’Does not follow stock market’, ’Does not understand stock market’, and ’Knowledge of past return:
Wrong sign given’. Measures of financial and probability numeracy are standardised. Regressions include the following
controls: Gender, age, age squared, education, ethnicity, family income, whether a respondent has ever held stock in a
liquid portfolio, whether respondents found the survey interesting, the duration it took a respondent to answer, how many
times they participated. For the dependent variable non-monotone, we additionally include the average belief level that
the Dow Jones will decrease.

In line with the earlier discussion, the regression results in Table 6 demonstrate that following

the stock market, having accurate knowledge of historical returns, probability numeracy, and

financial numeracy all predict that an individual is less likely to express beliefs afflicted by

monotonicity errors. The most important predictors for individuals to state that their ex-

pressed beliefs indicate likelihoods are self-assessed understanding of the stock market, proba-

bility numeracy and financial numeracy. One interpretation of these associations is that richer

information sets and greater understanding lead to more precise beliefs, and lower the costs

of stating beliefs in the survey, which reduces the incidence of errors. Greater familiarity with

probabilities also lowers errors and makes it more likely that individuals use 50% answers to
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indicate equal likelihoods. Rounding, measured as the fraction of answers that are multiples

of 5, is not systematically predictable with our indicators of sophistication. This is one reason

why we follow Hurd, Rooij, and Winter (2011) and do not adjust for rounding as in Manski

and Molinari (2010).

3 Modelling and estimating heterogeneous belief formation pro-

cesses

The stylised facts about individuals’ stock market beliefs have shown that beliefs are very

heterogeneous within and across individuals; that part of the between-variation is explained

by financial sophistication; that the beliefs’ evolution over time covaries with past returns and

news about the economy; and that measures of beliefs vary in their informational content

about true beliefs, which again varies systematically with financial sophistication. Together,

these facts point towards putting between-person heterogeneity at the centre of a model of

belief formation. In particular, models that treat heterogeneity as an incidental parameters

problem—fixed effects estimation being arguably the most prominent example—are doomed

to fail. We expect individuals to differ in their levels of beliefs, in how they interpret new

information, and the extent to which the measures we have at our disposal represent actual,

accurate beliefs. At the same time, we need to impose some restrictions across individuals

because our panel dimension is too short to allow for estimating models at the level of the

individual.

We thus assume that we can summarise heterogeneity in belief formation processes by using

a discrete set of groups. As long as the number of groups does not become too large, it allows

us to describe the multidimensional patterns of heterogeneity in an accessible way; this would

be difficult for many continuous distributions.

We first outline our empirical strategy and a diagnostic test for the classification of individuals

to groups. We then describe our main results and a number of robustness checks. The last

part of this section explores the extent to which the groups we identify can be described by

having rational expectations.
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3.1 Empirical strategy

Our main specification for belief formation is a linear model of the form:

(1) E[Rt→t+12]i,t = αg +
L∑
l=0

(βg,lRt−1−l→ t−l + γg,lNt−1−l→ t−l) + ui,t.

We take ui,t to be independently and identically distributed across individuals and over time.

We assume that all heterogeneity beyond that is captured by the coefficients. Put differently,

we assume that there is a discrete number of groups G. All parameters of the model are allowed

to differ at the group level, indexed by g: The intercept αg measures the persistent degree

of optimism or pessimism, the parameters βg,l measure how returns l months ago influence

current beliefs, and γg,l do the same for economic news N (see Subsection 2.5).

We estimate the model for L = 0, i.e., using only the most recent returns and news, and

for L = 6. The latter allows us explore potential patterns of momentum in beliefs. We also

experimented with averages across longer periods—e.g., much of the literature has considered

annual returns—but found monthly intervals to provide the best fit. When constructing R

and N , we are exact to the day on which individuals completed the survey.

In order to estimate the model, we employ the two-step method of Bonhomme, Lamadon, and

Manresa (2017). In the first step, we classify individuals into a discrete set of G groups using

moments of the both dependent and explanatory variables. In the second step, we estimate

the coefficients in (1) separately for each group. This method is computationally simple and

very transparent, providing easily interpretable groups.

Following Bonhomme, Lamadon, and Manresa (2017), we use the k-means algorithm in order

to classify individuals into groups. The algorithm works by choosing the group assignments

that minimise the sum of squared deviations between included variables and the group-wise

means of these variables. The problem is NP-hard, but a number of heuristic algorithms

exist that work well in practice. The method is widely used in machine learning; we use the

implementation in the scikit-learn Python library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Since solutions to

the k-means objective are sensitive to the scaling of variables, we follow common practice and

standardise each classification variable to have mean zero and unit variance in the cross-section

of individuals.
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In our main specification, we choose the following parameter G, classification variables, and

sample restrictions. We use five groups because this was the minimum number of groups

where no economically meaningful intergroup differences were blurred; larger numbers led to

apparent overfitting and little additional insights. We will be more precise on this below in

Sections 3.3 and particularly in 3.4, where we also consider alternative choices for G.

In order to classify individuals into groups, we use moments of their stated beliefs and

their relation with the explanatory variables. In particular, for each individual series of

Pr(Rt→t+12 > −0.2)i,t, Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0)i,t, and Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0.2)i,t, we use its mean, its

standard deviation, and its covariances with the return of the DJ as well as economic news,

each measured over the month before the survey. This makes for a total of twelve time-constant

moments that vary across individuals. We make this choice because it just uses raw data (as

opposed to, for example, using the expected returns, which entail a number of assumptions as

detailed in Section 2.1) and because these are the key moments that should be informative on

group-level heterogeneity, as required for the analysis in Bonhomme, Lamadon, and Manresa

(2017).2 Section 3.4 reports on results when adding measures of belief consistency to the

classification step.

We discard individuals for whom we have less than five time-series observations in order to

have a certain amount of faith in the moments used for classification. In the Online Appendix,

we show that our results are similar when using only two observations per individual—the

minimum number allowing the calculation of our preferred moments—or strengthening the

requirement to fifteen observations, which would guarantee that Equation (1) is identified at

the individual level for the specification with L = 6.

3.2 Diagnostics

Dzemski and Okui (2018) have developed a diagnostic test for clustering methods such as our

classification step. Their procedure yields a unit-wise confidence set of group membership for

each individual. It is constructed by testing the null hypothesis that individual i’s true group

g0i is g for all groups 1, . . . , G. The elements of the confidence sets are then those groups for
2Note, however, the conceptual difference in that we assume that there is a discrete number of groups

whereas the focus of the theoretical analysis in Bonhomme, Lamadon, and Manresa (2017) is on controlling
for continuous unobservables.
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Figure 6: Unit-wise 10% confidence sets by size and inclusion of estimated group
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which the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for a pre-specified confidence level. The test is

based on the insight that if g0i = g, then E[(yi,t−xTi,tθg)2)] ≤ E[(yi,t−xTi,tθh)2)] for all possible

groups h (collecting all model parameters in the vector θ).

Figure 6 shows the distribution of unit-wise 90% confidence sets by their size and by whether

they contain the estimated group. With 35% of individuals, the estimated group assignment

being the only element in the set is the most common occurrence. For another twenty-three

percent, the estimated group is in the confident set, but in addition to other groups. So for

almost 60%, the estimated group is in the confident set. At the same time, very few confidence

sets have more than three elements. Given that we have rather noisy data (compared to,

say, the classification of states or countries, as the examples in Dzemski and Okui, 2018),

these results demonstrate that our approach yields reasonable results even for a relatively low

number of groups.

Nevertheless, a sizable fraction of confidence sets do not include the estimated group. Part of

this is a reflection of the fact that the test is based on goodness of fit of our model (1), wheras

the k-means procedure gives equal weight to all included features. Most notably, one would

not expect the standard deviation over time to improve the fit of model (1). Indeed, the next

section will demonstrate that level differences in expectations are the dominant component for

improving model fit. Insofar as the k-means algorithm compromises splitting individuals along

their expectation level to accommodate splitting them along differences in belief dispersion

and association with returns or news, this will trivially result in a larger share being assigned

to groups that are not in their confidence set than if one was assigning groups based on similar
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goodness-of-fit criteria as the test uses (as, for example, in the clustering method of Bonhomme

and Manresa, 2015).

For nine percent of our sample, the confidence sets are empty. This can occur if none of the

groups provides a good fit. To see this, we examine the statistic Dzemski and Okui (2018) use

to test the null hypothesis that g0i = g. Rejection means that g will not be in the confidence

set. The infeasible statistic uses the difference in means-adjusted squared residuals, which can

be written as di,t(g, h) = −ui,txTi,t(θg − θh) +
(
θg − θg0

)T
xitx

T
it(θg − θh). For a given group

g, 1
Ti

∑
tE[di,t(g, h)] is estimated for all h in {1, . . . , G}\{g}. If at least one element of the

resulting vector differs sufficiently from zero, then g will not be in the confidence set. This

can detect incorrect group assignments because E[ui,t|xi,t] = 0 ensures that the first term of

di,t(g, h) is zero in expectation but the second term is only zero if θg = θg0 , i.e., if g is the

true group. This proedure is repeated for all g and those for which the null hypothesis is not

rejected are added to the confidence set. If the number of groups is too low or the model is

misspecified for some individuals, the true parameter vector θg0 will not be among any of the

estimated coefficient vectors, |θg − θg0 | will be positive for all groups g ∈ {1, . . . , G} and the

test statistic will reject in all cases. In our case, lowering G will indeed increase this number

(G = 4 leads to empty confidence sets for 11% of the sample, see Figure C.16 in the Online

Appendix, G = 2 to 23%). Incidentally, however, the number remains the same when moving

to seven groups (Figure C.20, it even slightly increases from 0.088 to 0.094), which leads us

to conclude that some individuals’ behaviour is either very erratic or difficult to capture with

our model. In any case, increasing the number of groups at around our preferred level does

not seem to help capturing additional patterns of behaviour but further divides existing ones.

3.3 Results on belief formation processes

We order the 5 groups that emerge from the k-means algorithm by their average expected

returns and refer to them as pessimists, mean reverters, extrapolators, ignorants, and sophis-

ticates, respectively. These labels capture the key pattern of behaviour unique to each group.

The key results are summarised in three figures. Figure 7 plots the data averages (solid lines)

versus the model predictions (dashed lines) of expected returns over time. Figure 8 plots the
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reaction of groups to changes in past returns and news, respectively. Finally, Figure 9 presents

the mean values of various covariates for each group.

Before describing each group in turn, we note that differences across all dimensions are im-

portant. The levels of beliefs in Figure 7 are strikingly different and—except for the mean

reverters and extrapolators—hardly ever cross. The reactions to both stocks and news depicted

in Figure 8 are substantial and very different. Figure 9 demonstrates that several individual

characteristics—including many of those not used for group assignment—vary strongly with

the type of group. It is important to note that all group sizes are substantial. The largest

group’s share is 26% and that of the smallest is 16%.

Figure 7: Data vs. predicted expected return of the Dow Jones
index, by group
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The solid and dashed lines are within survey and group means of individual
data points and model predictions. Shaded regions are within survey and
group means of individual 95% confidence intervals for the estimated regres-
sion function. Line widths are proportional to group sizes.

Pessimists (26% of individuals) consistently expect the return of the Dow Jones to be nega-

tive and substantially so. They assess the chances that the Dow Jones will increase to be less

than 30% on average. They do not respond to returns and react slightly positively to news.

Along the dimensions of knowledge, errors, experience, and sophistication, the pessimists ap-

pear to be in the middle of the distribution along with mean reverters and extrapolators. The

two apparent exceptions to this—the beliefs of pessimists are less likely to feature monotonic-

ity violations and they are more likely to express subjective probabilities—are probably due
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Figure 8: Effect on expected returns of increases in past returns
and tonality of economic news, by group

(a) Effect of past returns
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Dots depict the effect on expected returns of a one standard deviation increase
in the most recent monthly return of the Dow Jones. Diamonds depict the
summed effect in the most recent, plus six preceding monthly returns of the
Dow Jones. Shaded lines show the width of 95% confidence intervals. Marker
and line widths proportional to group sizes.

(b) Effect of past tonality of economic news
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Dots depict the effect on expected returns of a one standard deviation in-
crease in the most recent tonality of economic news over one month. Dia-
monds, smaller for some panels depending on the avaailability of covariates,
see Table 1 depict the summed effect in the most recent, plus six preceding
tonalities of economic news. Shaded lines show the width of 95% confidence
intervals. Marker and line widths proportional to group sizes.
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Figure 9: Characteristics by unobserved heterogeneity group
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N= 3030, smaller for some panels depending on the avaailability of covariates, see Table 1. Variable definitions::
Financial numeracy and knowledge: First principle components loading on variables indicating whether a
respondent correctly answered numerical and knowledge based questions, scaled to the unit interval; Probability
numeracy: Fraction of correct answers to questions about probability theory; Knowledge of past returns: False
sign (0), don’t know (1⁄3), magnitude too large (2⁄3), sign and magnitude correct (1); Understanding of the stock
market: Extremely bad (0), very bad (1⁄5), bad (2⁄5), good (3⁄5), very good (4⁄5), extremely good (1); Follows
stock market: Not at all (0), somewhat (1⁄2), closely (1).
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to somewhat mechanical effects. In order to arrive at the follow-up question on epistemic

uncertainty, an individual needs to use 50% when asked about the chance the Dow will in-

crease. Pessimists feature very few 50% answers. As for monotonicity violations, giving low

answers to Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0), as pessimist frequently do, will c.p. lead to less monotonicity

errors if stated beliefs are subject to survey response error. This is because when stating the

last elicited belief, Pr(Rt→t+12 < −0.2), the margin for avoiding a monotonicity error is larger

when Pr(Rt→t+12 > 0) was small. In line with this explanation, the gap in monotonicity vio-

lations between pessimists and mean reverters / extrapolators is largely driven by violations

of Pr(Rt→t+12 < −0.2) ≤ Pr(Rt→t+12 < 0).

Mean Reverters and Extrapolators (19% and 18% of individuals, respectively) are also

rather pessimistic. They expect a return of about 0% and think that the Dow Jones only has

a 42% chance to rise. Individuals of these two groups are similar in all characteristics depicted

in Figure 9 with the exception of how their beliefs respond to recent returns and economic

news. Of course, this is reflected in Figure 8: Extrapolators expect recent trends to continue

and do so more than any other group. Mean reverters follow the opposite pattern: They

become less optimistic following a good performance of the Dow Jones or positive economic

news. Hence, the lines in Figure 7 frequently cross and show completely different patterns.

The fact that mean reverters and extrapolators are almost identical in terms of observable

characteristics, but react in completely different ways to information, underlines the impor-

tance of classifying individuals in terms of features related to their stated beliefs. Considering

only observed heterogeneity, as in classical regression analysis (see Section C.1 of the Online

Appendix), would hide this important dimension of behaviour.

Ignorants (16% of individuals) are seemingly the second most optimistic group. Their average

belief that the Dow Jones will increase is almost exactly 50% and they expect a return of 2.7%.

Compared to the other groups, ignorants are notable for their very low belief variability.

Panel C of Figure 9 shows that their average is near the tenth overall percentile. Their beliefs

barely covary with returns and news and are most afflicted by monotonicity errors. This group

captures individuals who predominantly give 50% answers and often state in the follow-up

question that this answer is supposed to express deep uncertainty (Panel L of Figure 9). In line

with this interpretation, ignorants also have the lowest scores when it comes to following and
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understanding the stock market, knowledge of past returns and financial knowledge. Though

seemingly more optimistic than other groups, all our indicators suggest that the stated beliefs

of these individuals have low information value, and need to be interpreted with caution.

Sophisticates (22% of individuals), the most optimistic group, expect the Dow Jones to

increase over the next year with a probability of 64% and to yield an average return of 6.4%.

These values are only slightly lower than the historical performance of the Dow (see Table 3).

In addition to having beliefs that are most accurate compared to the historical distribution,

sophisticates also stands out from the others in terms of experience with the stock market

and knowledge relating to it. They are more likely to describe themselves as following and

understanding the stock market, they have a superior knowledge of historical returns and

greater financial knowledge. Sophisticates have the best understanding of probability calculus,

are least likely to express beliefs that violate monotonicity of the cumulative distribution

function, and they use beliefs to express subjective probabilities most often.

3.4 Discussion and robustness of results

Our preferred model explains more than a quarter of the variation in expected returns. This

differs by a factor of one hundred from the same model without unobserved heterogeneity

(R2 = 0.0023). Similarly, a model with lots of observed heterogeneity can explain only 12%

(see Table C.1). This squares well with Giglio et al. (2019), who find as one of their five

facts that “Beliefs are mostly characterized by large and persistent individual heterogeneity;

demographic characteristics struggle to explain why some individuals are optimistic and some

are pessimistic.” Our analysis underlines their finding and goes beyond it in documenting

different belief formation processes.

In Section C.2 of the Online Appendix, we relax the requirement of observing at least five

sets of belief measures per individual to a minimum of two. The broad pattern of groups

remains the same and we can essentially leave the labels in place. There is one exception:

The k-means algorithm does not cleanly separate mean-reverters and extrapolators anymore.

Instead, it pools half of the individuals classified as extrapolators in our preferred specification

with mean-reverters (see Table C.3), creating a group that hardly reacts to returns or news

on average. Only twenty percent are left in the group of extrapolators, which now only makes
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up 6% of the sample and strongly extrapolates returns. However, standard errors are wide

and the group is so small that many periods feature less than fifteen observations, so that

we refrain from drawing the respective data averages in Figure C.2. We take this result as

cautioning against classifying individuals into types when only few observations are available

and the data is noisy.

In contrast to this, the group assignments remain very stable when requiring a minimum of

fifteen periods per individual. Note that this ensures that the version of (1) with L = 6 lags

would be identified individual-by-individual. The results are presented in Section C.3 of the

Online Appendix. 86% of the respondents that meet the stricter requirement are assigned to

the same group as before. The number is lowest for sophisticates at 73% (see Table C.5), most

of the remainder is assigned to the group of extrapolators.

As detailed in Section 2.1, our measure of expected returns makes a number of assumptions. In

Section C.4, we thus report results on a specification that uses the raw data on the probability

of a stock market gain as the dependent variable. This also makes the analysis comparable to

Dominitz and Manski (2011). By construction, the distribution of groups is exactly the same

as in our main model (some tables and graphs shown in the other cases are thus superfluous)

and, reassuringly, the diagnostic tests looks very similar, too. The time series look very

similar to before with four clearly distinguishable levels; mean reverters and extrapolators are

again on a similar level, crossing frequently. The reactions to simulated shocks show a similar

pattern to Figure 8, if anything, lags seem to have slightly stronger effects towards building

up momentum.

The main effect of adding the fraction of individuals’ belief sets satisfying strict monotonicity

and the fraction of an individuals’ beliefs expressing subjective probabilities to the set of

variables used for classification is that some groups change size. Section C.5 contains the

results. The group of ignorants shrinks by three percentage points and sophisticates gain by

four; there is not much action for the other three groups. As the mean belief now gets less

relative weight in the classification procedure, it should not be surprising that the groups move

somewhat closer together when considering the time series of beliefs in Figure C.13. Note that

the groups of ignorants and extrapolators become smaller than fifteen in some survey waves

where the sample size was very small (see Table A.1), we leave the respective plots empty.
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Also unsurprisingly, the ignorants are now even sharper distinguished in terms of their low

scores on monotonicity, their beliefs expressing probability judgements, but also most other

variables measuring financial sophistication and knowledge. As in the previously-mentioned

alternative specifications, group assignment remains very stable with about 85% of individuals

on the diagonal of Table C.8.

Sections C.6, C.7, and C.8 show the results for 4, 7, and 15 groups, respectively. The results

further motivate our choice of G. In the case with four groups, the first four groups remain very

stable (each retains more at least 95% of its previous members), but the group of sophisticates

is distributed across the other groups. The shares are distributed roughly equally across

ignorants, pessimists, and the combination of mean-reverters and extrapolators, respectively

(see Table C.10). Based on those results, one may conclude that the most optimistic group

was mostly made up by respondents with a severe lack of understanding or interest. It also

blurs the features of the other groups; most notably, the average expectations of pessimists

go up by two percentage points.

Moving from five to six or seven groups has effects almost exclusively for the groups of mean

reverters and extrapolators. The other three groups retain more than 85% of their members

and all their characteristics remain very stable. Some of the clusters mostly formed by splitting

up the extraplators and mean reverters become fairly small and relative to the other lines in

Figure C.21, their data averages and predictions are very unstable. Consequently, the patterns

become stronger, particularly on the extrapolation side. The positive interpretation of these

patterns would be that some groups of indivduals are reacting very strongly to current trends

indeed; a sceptic may think that we are fitting noise in the data. In any case, we do not believe

that one gains much additional insights from this relative to the case with five groups. The

main reason for showing the results for fifteen groups is to demonstrate that while feasible, the

algorithm clearly starts fitting noise. For example, group 12 consists only of 21 individuals.

Note that the diagnostic test from Section 3.2 becomes computationally infeasible.

3.5 Rational expectations tests

Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) and Giglio et al. (2019) are just two examples of a large

literature challenging the rational expectations paradigm for the average investor. In the light
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of our focus on heterogeneous belief formation processes, it seems very natural to ask whether

some groups’ belief formation processes may be consistent with rational expectations. In order

to do so, we treat expectations as forecasts and analyse the predictability of forecast errors.

We apply the methodology of Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012), which yields a direct test

of whether expectations are rational. In particular, forecast errors of full information rational

expectations should be unpredictable with any information It at time t because they equal

the true expected value of the variable to be forecasted given the information: E
[
Rt→t+12 −

E[Rt→t+12 | It] | It
]
= 0. Non-full information rational expectation forecast errors should be

unpredictable with any information in a forecaster’s information set, though they might be

with information the forecaster is not aware of or does not use. This insight allows for testing

the rationality of expectations without knowing too much about either the true data generating

process or what information forecasters use.

We follow the methodology of Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012) who specify the information

set It to be the forecast revision. Let FtRt→t+h be the forecast of the return Rt→t+h at time

t. Forecast errors are then defined as FEt := Rt→t+h − FtRt→t+h and forecast revisions as

FRt := FtRt→t+h−Ft−1Rt→t+h. Regressing forecast errors on forecast revisions then tests the

rationality of expectations. The intercept coefficient measures systematic bias in the level of

the forecast, and the sign of the slope coefficient measures whether expectations overreact or

underreact to information. If expectations are rational both the intercept and slope coefficient

are zero. A negative sign for the slope means an upwards revised forecast is typically followed

by a downwards swing in the forecast error. As the regression includes an intercept, this means

that the forecast overshoots, its upwards adjustments went too far. This is overreaction. The

logic is reversed for a positive sign, which indicates underreaction.

To estimate this regression with our data, we have to make an assumption. Forecast re-

visions are defined as the difference of two forecasts of the return Rt→t+12; this month’s

forecast FtRt→t+12, for which we take individual expected returns, and last month’s fore-

cast Ft−1Rt→t+12. We do not have a direct measure of the latter because beliefs were al-

ways elicited about one-year-ahead returns. To obtain forecast revisions, we assume that

Ft−1Rt→t+12 = Ft−1Rt−1→t−1+12. Hence we assume that last month’s forecast of the return

a year from then is also how respondents would have answered questions of the form: “What

are the chances that mutual fund shares invested in blue chip stocks like those in the Dow
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Jones Industrial Average will be worth in thirteen months than what they will be worth in

one month?”. With this assumption, we can write the model as follows:

FEi,t = τg + δgFRi,t + εi,t

Rt→t+12 − E[Rt→t+12]i,t = τg + δg (E[Rt→t+12]i,t − E[Rt−1→t+11]i,t−1) + εi,t

(2)

As before, we allow model coefficients to vary by group. Table 7 contains the results, restricting

our sample to consecutive observations during the period where the survey was fielded monthly.

Table D.1 in the Online Appendix repeats the exercise for our entire sample with very similar

results.

Table 7: Predictability of forecast errors with forecast revisions

Pooled OLS Pooled OLS w groups

Forecast Revision -0.52
(0.00)

Forecast Revision, Pessimists -0.52
(0.01)

Forecast Revision, Mean Reverters -0.51
(0.01)

Forecast Revision, Extrapolators -0.52
(0.01)

Forecast Revision, Ignorants -0.51
(0.01)

Forecast Revision, Sophisticates -0.53
(0.01)

R2 0.12 0.30
N 50532 50532

OLS estimates. Standard errors (clustered at individual level) in parentheses.

As can be seen from the table, all groups overreact with a slope coefficient close to -0.5. This

is exactly what we would find if time variation in expectations is uncorrelated with future

returns3. It is unsurprising that this is the case. If a weak form of the efficient market
3Suppose forecasts and returns are uncorrelated and covariance stationary. Then δ equals exactly -0.5:

δ =
cov(FEt, FRt)

var(FRt)

=
cov(Rt→t+h − FtRt→t+h, FtRt→t+h − Ft−1Rt→t+h)

var(FtRt→t+h − Ft−1Rt→t+h)

= − var(FtRt→t+h)− cov(FtRt→t+h, Ft−1Rt→t+h)

2 · var(FtRt→t+h)− 2 · cov(FtRt→t+h, Ft−1Rt→t+h)
= −1

2
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hypothesis holds, then one cannot use information to which typical U.S. citizens have access

to form a forecast more accurate than forecasting the average return would be. In the previous

section, we document that expectations react to recent returns and economic news on TV with

sign and magnitude varying by group. If the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis holds,

any response to such information is an overreaction. The results of Table 7 bear this out.

4 Conclusions

We have analysed an unusually long panel of households’ probabilistic stock market expecta-

tions collected in the RAND American Life Panel. Our first step was to document a number

of key facts in these data, several of which have been known from other datasets and thus help

establishing comparability. First, average beliefs are pessimistic relative to historical returns.

Second, the dispersion of beliefs is very large, both across individuals in the cross-section and

within individuals over time. Third, part of the variation over time is related to the fact that

on average, beliefs extrapolate recent trends on the stock market. Fourth, individuals base

their expectations for stock returns mostly on the state of the economy and the tone of recent

media reports is positively related to average expectations. Fifth, the beliefs of financially

sophisticated and knowledgeable individuals are more optimistic. Sixth, a non-trivial fraction

of reported beliefs suffers from inconsistencies, part of which may be related to the fact that

individuals truly have no quantitatively well-formed expectations. Finally, inconsistent beliefs

are found less often for individuals who are financially sophisticated and knowledgeable.

Taking these facts as our point of departure, we have specified a simple model that relates

beliefs to past returns and the tone of economic news. We have allowed for heterogeneity

by first classifying individuals into one of five groups using the k-means clustering algorithm

and then estimating the model separately for each group. The diagnostic test of Dzemski and

Okui (2018) revealed that unit-wise confidence sets are small and that in 60% of the cases,

they include the group we estimate individuals to be in. Only 9% behave in a way that is not

captured by any of our groups, so that their confidence set is empty. This is despite the fact

that our approach makes it difficult for the specification test in the sense that it is based on

a very different statistic than what is used by the clustering algorithm.
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Of our five groups, we have labelled the two polar cases in terms of optimism “pessimists”

(annual return expectations well below zero, little reaction of expectations to either returns or

news, average values both for literacy indices and for inconsistencies in the belief elicitation

procedure) and “sophisticates” (annual return expectations close to the historical average,

small positive reactions to recent returns and news, high scores on literacy / knowledge and

few inconsistencies). In between, the “extrapolators” and “mean reverters” expect returns of

around zero, have average literacy scores and errors, but they differ sharply in their reaction

to returns and news. The extrapolators expect recent trends of both to continue, whereas

mean reverters think that the opposite will happen. Finally, the group of “ignorants” stands

out from the rest in that they do not seem to be very interested in financial matters, which

results in frequent fifty-fifty answers to probabilistic expectations questions. On an ensuing

question about whether these answers are supposed to express actual probabilistic judgements

or general epistemic uncertainty, they often state the latter. Our results are robust to different

modelling assumptions in a number of directions. None of the five groups passes a rational

expectations test; they all overreact in one way or another to recent information.

The evidence that households’ expectations about the development of the stock market are

heterogenous is overwhelming; Giglio et al. (2019) is a recent contribution and contains a good

overview of previous studies. We have shown that part of this can be traced to heterogenous

expectations formations processes. In particular, the much longer time series has allowed us to

go beyond the early contribution by Dominitz and Manski (2011) and classify individuals based

on a statistical algorithm as opposed to inferring it from two observations only. An important

step will be, of course, to replicate our findings in other datasets. Whereas the groups we could

identify were fairly stable in our setting, it would be important to see whether comparable

findings emerge from other question formats and in other countries. If so, this would have

important implications for explaining stock market participation and for asset pricing models.

For example, Barberis et al. (2015) develop an asset pricing model with extrapolative investors

in addition to rational market participants. Our results suggest that even more investor types

deserve such attention.
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